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Ergonomic Babycarrier
MoniLu UNI Start
Instruction for use
Dear Mom, dear Dad,
Thank you very much for buying ergonomic soft structured carrier MoniLu. We strongly believe that you will
be satisfied.
Each carrier is handmade in the the Czech Republic; always sewed by single seamstress with care. All
materials are safe for babies and qualified to carry up to 15 kg. Most of materials used in MoniLu carriers
are produced in Czechia.
Carrier itself follows EU safety standards and regulations according to norm EN 13209-2:2015.
This manual contains following instructions:
- How to properly set the adjustable carrier MoniLu Uni Start
- How to position children correctly and in most comfortable way for both of you
Other useful tips, instructions and videos can be found on our website www.monilu.eu, section
“Manuals”, “Videoinstructions”.
For further questions regarding our carriers or our company, please contact us via email at info@monilu.eu
or on Facebook page MoniLu.
Have a wonderful babywearing time! ☺

Adjustable soft structured baby
carrier MoniLu UNI Start is
suitable for children from birth
(50cm, 3,5kg) up to approximately
1 year. Size of the carrier is easily
adjustable on several spots.
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To adjust the width of the back support, please release the defining strap on the both sides of waist
belt. To set the fasting system on the belt release the velcro and move the fabric as far as you need.
Once set, please secure velcro with gentle pressure on waist belt area. Cover the remaining revealed
velcro with defining strap.

Max
.

You can find stitching on the waist
belt part of the velcro. Those stitching
are used as the marks for level of
adjusting the width of the back
support. They match with following
approximate height of the kid:
“maximum” : 75 cm
Middle stitching : 65 cm
“minimum” : 50 cm
Always adjust both sides of back
support evenly!

Min

Stitching on velcro are only approximate. Please respect the baby’s actual position in carrier. The
back support should always lead from knee to knee.

Once you adjust both sides equally, straigten
the waist belt so that is not twisted outwards
but inwards towards the wearer. Check the
overal settings. This completes setting the
width of the back support. Now reduce the
height of the back support.
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The height of back support can be adjusted with black straps on the front sides of carrier. Tightening
strap is partially hidden inside carrier. To shrink the back support, please pull the straps. To extend the
back support, just lift the buckle on adjustment straps.
Always check that straps are tighten evenly. These straps can be adjusted also when baby is carried.
.inside.

To reduce the width of the
back support under the
child's neck use a rubber
band under the hood. The
resulting collar supports the
head of newborns.
For small babies without firm neck, use rolled up hood as additional neck support as displayed on pictures
bellow. Roll up the hood and attach its rubber band in the dedicated hook placed on the shoulder strap.

When using hood to
cover sleeping baby
head, use the second,
adjustable hook
above.
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Place the waist belt on your belt. Pull the buckle through the safety rubber band , fasten the buckle and secure
the safety lock and tight the belt. Don't underestimate this triple safety system!

Place the baby on your belly, facing towards you. Keep in mind that correct ergonomic position is with baby’s
bum slightly covering the waist belt, legs well spread and knees risen above the bum level. Once positioned,
rise the back support part over the baby’s back and wear the shoulders straps, one by one. Fasten the back
buckle afterwards and adjust the length of the back strap if needed.

Grasp the baby's knees and, by pulling
child up, place it firmly in the fabric of
the back support.
Pull the back support toward baby’s
shoulder. Tighten or loosen the shoulder
straps as you need.
Adjust the width of the back support
under the child's neck using a rubber
band under the hood.
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Switching the side straps under the baby’s bum
* use from birth to about 6-8 weeks *

Unfasten the shoulder strap, loosen it sufficiently
and guide it under the baby's knee. Snap the
buckle into the trident under the child's bum. Do
the same on the other side. Tighten the straps as
required.
(You do not need to unfasten the straps when
taking the child out of the carrier. Just pull the
straps out / under baby's legs, so carrier remains
set for you to carry it again.)

Once the baby slowly begins to hold his head
and his spine begins to straighten, you can
fasten the straps to the side buckles.
(You can then elegantly remove the unused
trident from rubber band on the waist belt.)

Thanks to the side buckles, the shoulder
straps can also be crossed for front wear.
Note: The seating position is right if baby covers one third of waist belt with his bum. Back support should
always reach to the baby’s neck. Kid’s arms should stay inside the carrier as long as baby is not able to sit by
her/himself on the floor.
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First use
You don't need to wash the carrier before the first wear, the woven wrap is pre-washed. The carrier can be little
stiff in the beginning, especially the waist belt and shoulder straps. The materials will soften and the carrier will fit
you. Please read these instructions before use or visit www.monilu.eu.

How to care of a carrier?
The carrier can be washed at 30 degrees, we recommend to wash it by hand, in a liquid detergent without
brighteners. Do not use bleach and dryer. Avoid direct sunlight and heaters during drying process. Do not iron the
carrier. The fabric can be prone to pulling the threads and breaking them. Please be careful with to jewelry,
zippers, etc. Do not expose the carrier to extreme temperatures. The warranty does not cover damage caused by
previously mentioned effect.

Safety
Safety first! Please do not underestimate it! Please, always use the triple locking system on waist belt and follow
the warnings on the last page of this manual.

Warranty
2 years warranty is provided. Inspect the carrier carefully before the first use! Please contact us in case of any
issue.
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Warning
1. Your balance can be affected by your movement and also by the movement of the child.
2. Be careful when leaning forward.
3. The carrier is not suitable for sports activities.
4. Always make sure that baby has enough flow of fresh air and his mouth and nose are not covered
and impervious to air.
5. Please check the condition of whole carrier, especially the functionality of all buckles before each
use.
6 Always use the triple locking system on the wais belt. Always check that buckle is safely locked.
7. Never unlock the waist buckle until the baby is present in the carrier.
8. When you put on and remove the baby from the carrier, always secure him with at least one
hand.

Designed for children from birth, 50 cm and 3,5 kgs, max. load 15 kgs.
Always carry your child face to face! Carrier is not designed to carry child facing out from the wearer.

Produced by:
MoniLu s.r.o.
Do Zámostí 920/100
32600 Plzeň
Czech Republic/Europe
IČ 05866880
DIČ CZ05866880
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